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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
 
 

 

 

 

The Republic of Tyrea is a State with a population of 120 million inhabitants that emerged 

from a civil war in September 2012. The civil war was caused by the conflict between two 

of the major ethnicities inhabiting Tyrea, the Minyar and the Tatyar. Although the hostilities 

are over and a compromise between the ethnicities seems to have been reached, the tension 

remains. After the hostilities came to an end, the State of Tyrea made a transition from a 

military dictator ship to a democracy in 2013. 

During a temporary shift to a more open economy and free trade policy in the early 2000s, 

the State of Tyrea concluded a BIT with the Federation of Novanda, signed on 28 March 

2001 and a BIT with Union of Kitoa, signed on 20 January 2001. The Tyrea-Novanda BIT 

and the Tyrea-Kitoa BIT were ratified on 10 September 2000 and 25 May 2001 respectively. 

In the same period of its political history, the State of Tyrea acceded to the ICSID Convention 

on 15 December 2000. 

During September 2013, the State of Tyrea passed a new Law on Media and Information No. 

1125-L that liberalized the Internet and removed the control of Tyrea over the media and the 

press. The steps of the new Tyrean government undertook led to the population getting wide 

access to the internet, so that according to the survey conducted by the Tyrean 

Communication Agency in 2018, by 1 January 2018 almost every inhabitant of Tyrea over 

the age of 10 had an account in, at least, one social network. 

During this period of proliferation for the internet market in Tyrea, three international social 

networks (FriendLook plc, Whistler Inc and SpeakUp Media Inc), which had been 

exploring Tyrea as a potential expansion opportunity after the adaptation of the Media Law, 

launched the Tyrean version of their websites during 2015. 

FriendsLook is a global network incorporated in, and in accordance with, the laws of 

Novanda and became a public company in 2009. It has hundreds of millions of accounts and 

a strong presence in over 100 countries. Likewise, Whistler is another global social network, 
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constituted under the laws of Kitoa, which has gained popularity over the course of the last 

eight years. Finally, SpeakUp Media Inc is an international social network, incorporated 

under the laws of Kitoa that host over 400 million different blogs worldwide. 

Soon after the establishment of social media platforms in the country, Tyrean political and 

social activists realized the potential of these new platforms for broadcasting information to 

millions of local users. 

Starting with sporadic posts at the end of 2016, national extremist groups in Tyrea 

commenced their campaign on social networks, publishing information about alleged 

instances of discrimination against one of the two major ethnics groups and calling for 

extremist, violent measures to put an end on the Tatyars. These radical groups created tens 

of thousands of fake profiles on social media accounts which they used to spread misleading 

and sometimes false information. 

At the beginning of 2017, street fights and violent altercations between the Minyar and the 

Tatyar were reported for the first time since 2012. The situation developed slowly but the 

fights did not abate, instead they spread across the country. In the beginning of January 2018, 

over the course of New Year celebration in Tyrea, ethnic violence result in hundred of 

causalities. 

As a response to the security problem the State of Tyrea passed Law 0808-L amending the 

Law on Media and Communication, which required all social networks to implement certain 

safeguards aiding in identifying users and filtering content. Law 0808-L required all social 

networks to introduce a filtering algorithm preventing the dissemination of hate speech, 

request personal ID card details and provide access to the authorities to such personal ID card 

details and correspondence among users. The decree introducing the new law provide a 

period of 60 days for compliance with the new requirements. 

The situation across Tyrea worsened rapidly, the Respondent seeing the police struggling to 

stem the rampant violence spreading across the country decided to reduce the 60 days to 45. 

The Claimants failed to implement the algorithm in due time, and this would potentially lead 

to having to block those accounts for which no Tyrean Personal ID card details had been 
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provided. They never blocked such unverified exiting accounts and in the end the measures 

required under Law 0808-L were never adopted. 

Arguing the failure of the algorithm and violent incidents spinning out of control and a 

resultant fear of slipping back into civil war, the Respondent decided to block FriendsLook 

plc, Whistler Inc and SpeakUp Media Inc. On February 28, 1 March and 2 March 2018, the 

TCA, after investigating the matter, issued the ordinance to block the Claimants’ social 

networks for non-compliance with the new legal requirements. 
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SUMMARY OF ARGUMENTS 
 
 

 

 
 

The Respondent submits that this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to hear the present case and the 

claims brought forward by the Claimant in view of the denunciation of the ICSID Convention 

made by the State of Tyrea (I). Moreover, the Respondent is entitled to request Provisional 

measures in order to guarantee the procedural integrity of the present case (II). Additionally, 

the BITs between Tyrea and the States of Novanda and Kitoa do not concede arbitration for 

an investor under a Multi-party procedure (III). Finally, the Tribunal must dismiss all 

requests presented by the Claimants since their companies do not qualify as an investment 

under the definition of the BITs (IV). 

Respondent did not expropriate the Claimants alleged investments in Tyrea because it was in 

exercise of policy powers and in any case, it did not have a substantial adverse economic 

impact on Claimants International Business. Even if the Tribunal finds that an expropriation 

occurred, this was a lawful expropriation. Likewise, the Fair and Equitable Treatment 

established in art. 6 of the Tyrea-Kitoa and Tyrea- Novanda BIT´s was not breached. Finally, 

the Discounted Cash Flow is the incorrect method to calculate alleged Claimants damages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARGUMENTS 
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ARGUMENTS 
 
 

 

 

JURISDICTION AND ADMISSIBILITY 
 

A. Denunciation of the ICSID Convention: 
 

 

1. The State of Tyrea cannot be bound to arbitration under ICSID Convention 
 

Claimants brought the proceeding in before of the present Tribunal on 29 June 20181, on the 

basis of the offer of arbitration under article 9 of the Tyrea-Novanda2 and Tyrea-Kitoa3 BIT. 

In its 3 September 2018 response to arbitration4 presented by the Respondent opposed to the 

jurisdiction of this Tribunal indicating that Tyrea had denounced the ICSID Convention on 

5 January 2018. 

According to article 25 (1) of the ICSID Convention, the jurisdiction of ICSID depends on 

the existence of a mutual consent given by the State and the investor. Therefore, the request 

presented by the Claimants does not legally bind the Respondent to international arbitration 

because the offer to arbitrate under the ICSID Convention stated in the Tyrea-Novanda and 

Tyrea-Kitoa BIT no longer stands. 

Tyrea expressed their sovereign decision to denounce the ICSID Convention5 to the World 

Bank, having immediate effect, terminating any obligations under the Convention. 

Different arbitration tribunals had determined that issues regarding the jurisdiction of the 

center must be analyzed under the applicable law determined by the parties apart from any 

other law that may cover the dispute between the parties. The tribunal in Daimler v Argentina 

stated, on the issue of the law applicable to jurisdiction, that the proper law was the BIT 

 

 

 

 

 

1 Record, Request for Arbitration, [50]. 
2 Record, Tyrea-Novanda BIT, article 9(1). 
3 Record, Tyrea-Kitoa BIT, article 9(1). 
4 Record, Response to the Request for Arbitration, [700]. 
5 Record, Respondent´s exhibit 1, [820]. 
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concluded between Germany and Argentina under the ICSID Convention, as interpreted in 

the light of general principles of international law.6 

Moreover, the tribunal in Favianca v Venezuela concluded that the consent to arbitration 

cannot determined only by the obligations stated on the BIT. The access to ICSID arbitration 

can only be concluded if the requirements of the investment treaty and the ICSID Convention 

are satisfied. The tribunal reasoned that: 

“It is a proposition that follows inexorably from the fact that the BIT and the ICSID 

Convention are two separate legal instruments in international law. The fact that each 

Contract Party gave its “unconditional consent” to ICSID arbitration in article 9 (4) it is 

not the end of the inquiry because the Contract Parties to the BIT cannot in an instrument 

alter the status or scope of their rights and obligations as Contracting States of the ICSID 

Convention as a multilateral instrument.” 

Consequently, in order to determine the jurisdiction of the Tribunal it is necessary to satisfy 

the requirements established in the ICSID Convention and not merely relying on the fact that 

both BIT established unconditional consent in the article 9(3). 

According to art. 70 of the Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties, once a treaty is 

terminated it releases the parties from any, further obligation to perform, with the exception 

of a right, obligation or legal situation created prior to the termination, unless otherwise 

agreed to by the parties. 

Consistent with art. 70 of the VCLT, the ICSID Convention also requires for the denunciation 

that the Contracting State present a written notice to the depositary. This prerequisite was 

satisfied by the Tyrea Ministry of Foreign Affairs, as they presented the denunciation to the 

president of the World Bank, Dr. Jim Yong Kim7. 

The denunciation according to the ICSID Convention (art. 71) takes effect six (6) months 

after receipt of such notice. However, art. 72 sets forth that the rights and obligations under 

the Convention, arising out of consent to the jurisdiction before the notice is received, shall 

 

 

 

6 Daimler Financial Services v Argentina, Award (22 August 2018), par. 50. 
7 Record. Respondent´s Exhibit 1. 
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not be affected. Therefore, the offer to arbitrate only applies to those claimants who made it 

effective before the denunciation was notified. 

In Favianca v. Venezuela8, the tribunal rejected the request made by the Claimants because 

it had no jurisdiction due to the fact that the request for arbitration was made after the 

denunciation of the ICSID Convention.9 Consequently, the interpretation made by the 

Tribunal of art. 72 aims to a legitimate expectation towards existing agreements and not to 

potential agreements.10
 

According to Christoph Schreuer, the effective dates for denunciations are different in art. 71 

and 7211. Regarding the consent, it will only apply to those submitted before the denunciation, 

making the effective date the one in which the notice was received. 

In the present case, the Respondent denounced the Convention on 5 January 2018 and the 

denunciation was received by depositary the same day12. The request for arbitration was made 

on 29 June 2018. Accordingly, by application of art. 72 of the ICSID convention the request 

made by the Claimants does not give jurisdiction to the Tribunal because it was submitted 

after the denunciation. Hence, there is not a full consent to arbitration in this case. 

As Tyrea is not part of the ICSID Convention, the offer to arbitrate under the ICSID 

Convention no longer stands and unilateral consent to arbitration made by the Claimants is 

insufficient to satisfy full consent. In consequence, this Tribunal lacks jurisdiction to hear the 

Claimants’ claim. 

2. The request for arbitration exceeds the six-month period 

 
Although the Tribunal considers that Tyrea had to fulfil its obligations under the ICSID 

Convention during the six months period following the denunciation was received, it must 

be considered that the request for arbitration was registered after the six months period. 

Therefore, the request of the Claimants is inadmissible. 

 
 

8 Favianca v. Venezuela. ICSID Case. Award. No. ARB/12/21 
9 Ibid. Par. 298 
10 Ibid. Par. 289. 
11 Schreuer, C. Denunciation of the ICSID Convention and consent to arbitration in Waibel, M; Kaushal, A 

Chung, K. and Balchin, C. The Backlash against Investment Arbitration: Perceptions and Reality (2010) 
12 Record, Response to the Request for Arbitration, [715]. 
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As described in the Notice of Registration13, the request submitted by the Claimants was 

registered by the center on 16 July 2018. Nonetheless, according to art. 71 of the ICSID 

Convention and taking into consideration that the denunciation was received by the ICSID 

center on 5 January 201814, the request for arbitration is outside of the six months period that 

finished on 5 July 2018. 

It is true that the Claimants submitted their Request for Arbitration on the 29 June 201815, 

but this does not constitute a “right or obligation” that has to be guaranteed by the denouncing 

party of the ICSID Convention. 

Consistent with Chapter 1 (Establishment of the Tribunal) of the Arbitration Rules16, it is 

only after the registration of the request that the “parties” have to proceed with the 

constitution of the tribunal. Since all the requests presented to the ICSID Center have to be 

approved by the Secretary-General in accordance with art. 36 of the ICSID Convention: 

The Secretary-General shall register the request unless he finds, on the basis of the information 

contained in the request, that the dispute is manifestly outside the jurisdiction of the Centre. 

He shall forthwith notify the parties of registration or refusal to register. 

All requests must satisfy a series of general provisions including a pre- evaluation on the 

jurisdiction of the center17 regarding the dispute raised by the national of a Contracting State. 

Thus, the Claimant cannot pursue an arbitration that was accepted by the ICSID center after 

the six months period expired. 

Kownacky has stated that an ICSID member is not automatically bound to arbitration in every 

conceivable dispute against them18 and that the purpose of the registration is to assure that 

there is a legitimate dispute that is under the jurisdiction of the ICSID center. As the request 

was evaluated and approved by registration19 after the six months period concluded (5 June 

 

 

 

13 Record, Notice of Registration [630]. 
14 Record, Response to the Request for Arbitration, Exhibit 1 [825]. 
15 Record, Request for Arbitration [50]. 
16 Rules of Procedure for Arbitration Proceedings (Arbitration Rules), ICSID Convention, Regulations and Rules 2006. 
17 ICSID Convention, art. 36 (3). 
18 Nicolle E. Kownacki, Prospects for ICSID Arbitration in post-denunciation countries: an “updated” 

approach. 2010, pg. 20. 
19 Record, Notice of Registration [630]. 
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2018), there is no binding obligation upon the State of Tyrea to respond to the arbitration 

pursued by the Claimants. 

B. Request for provisional measures: 

As stated above, since the initiation of the arbitration the Claimants have engaged in various 

actions that have aggravated the dispute and the image of Tyrea before the international 

community. The media campaign has spread throughout printed and digital news sources 

disclosing case materials and distorting the context of the procedure20. 

Due to these actions, the Respondent has summited a Request for Provisional Measures for 

the duration of the arbitration proceedings, with the objective to restrain the Claimants from 

taking any steps which may aggravate this dispute or exacerbate public order situation in 

Tyrea 21. 

The request for provisional measures presented by the State of Tyrea satisfies all the legal 

requirements and has the purpose of preserving the Status quo. This request can be made 

even though they do not recognize jurisdiction of the Tribunal because the purpose of the 

measure is to secure an equal environment, as between the parties before the Tribunal, and 

restricting negative practices during the arbitration. 

The ICSID Convention22 has recognized that the tribunal may apply any provisional 

measures which should be taken to preserve any rights of either party. 

Art. 39 of the arbitration rules allow the Tribunal to grant provisional measures to any party 

that request them for the preservation of its rights. According to the ICSID convention, it has 

been understood that a provisional measure must satisfy three (3) requirements: (i) a prima 

facie jurisdiction of the Tribunal; (ii) it must be related to a right held by the applicant and; 

(iii) an urgent and necessary need to preserve the Status quo or avoid the occurrence of 

irreparable harm23. 

 

 

 
 

20 Record, Request for provisional measures [1135] 
21 Record, Request for Provisional Measures, [1125]. 
22 Article 47 of the ICSID Convention. 
23 ICSID. ICSID Provisional measures- ICSID Convention Arbitration. 

https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Pages/process/Provisional-Measures.aspx 

https://icsid.worldbank.org/en/Pages/process/Provisional-Measures.aspx
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In the memorial presented by the Respondent on 21 December 201824, Tyrea made application 

for a provisional measure of confidentiality be ordered against the Claimants considering that 

multiple papers and websites have published different documents and statements that affected 

the Status quo of the procedures and leaked delicate information related to the case. 

Furthermore, the way in which the information and the facts of the case have been distorted 

affect the equity of the procedure and the image of Tyrea internationally, thus, affecting their 

candidacy to host the WorldExpo 2030. 

In relation to the jurisdiction of the Tribunal, since provisional measure are only decreed on 

a prima facie basis, they are therefore made without prejudice to any subsequent 

determination on jurisdiction. In accordance with the ICSID provisional measure dealt with 

in the cases of Holiday Inn v Morocco25 (1972) and Casado v Chile (2001)26, it can be seen 

that the tribunals have recognized provisional measures and later decided that they have no 

jurisdiction. This is mainly because the real reason of the provisional measures is the 

protection of the process, the parties or assets. 

As for the explicit request for confidentiality of the process, the Respondent submits that the 

proliferation of the distorted information and the negative media propaganda war waged by 

the Claimants can affect the procedural integrity because non- official and accurate 

information is filtered. In cases such as Biwater Gauff v Tanzania27, the tribunal 

recommended the parties not disclose any documents related to the procedure on the basis 

that the purpose of the production of the documents is to resolve a dispute between the parties 

and the presumption is that materials disclosed in this manner should be used only for such 

goal. 

In the same way, the tribunal in Giovanna a Beccara and others v Argentina28 concluded 

that it was possible to grand a confidentiality provisional measure for the hearings and 

 

 
 

24 Record, Request for Provisional Measures, [1170]. 
25 Holiday Inn S.A and others v. Morocco. ICSID Case No. ARB/72/1 
26 Victor Pey Casado and President Allende Foundation v. Republic of Chile, ICSID Case No. ARB/98/2. 
27 Biwater Gauff (Tanzania) Ltd. v. United Republic of Tanzania. ICSID Case No. ARB/05/22, Procedural 

Order No. 3 
28 Abaclat and Others v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/5 (formerly Giovanna a Beccara and 

Others. v. The Argentine Republic 
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records of witnesses of the proceeding, pleadings and written memorials submitted by the 

parties along with all the exhibits and documents summited with those pleadings. 

This decision was made by the tribunal because they considered that the publication of any 

hearing or records of the proceeding, especially partially and out of context, would carry a 

risk of antagonizing the parties and exacerbating their differences. On the matter of the 

documents of pleas and memorials, the tribunal pointed that those documents often presented 

a one-side of the story and would carry an inherent risk of giving the public an incorrect 

impression about the proceeding.29
 

In the present case, in October 2018 “The Global Herald” published not only the Request for 

Arbitration presented by the Claimants but also part of a witness statement presented out of 

context where the Vice-president of SpeakUp Media Inc claimed to had held a private 

meeting with the Minister of Telecommunication in which the Minister supposedly 

threatened to block he media web site. This meeting, as the Respondent had affirmed, did 

take place but the discussion between the Minister and the Vice-president was merely focused 

with the grave situation the State of Tyrea was struggling with and the role of the social media 

in it.30
 

Furthermore, statements such as the ones presented by the SpeakUp Media Inc 

representatives on November and December 2018 where they claim that this conduct would 

continue until “Tyrea withdraws its World Expo bid”31, demonstrates the real intentions of 

the Claimants to use any necessary means to instigate Tyrea to their will (i.e. Cessation of 

the blocking the pages). 

These actions taken by the Claimants demonstrates that there has been a negative use of the 

documents and exhibits of the proceedings that has damaged the image of the Tyrea and that 

are highly likely to inflict serious damage on the proceeding and the Respondent’s economy. 

Therefore, as the Respondent satisfies the requirements set by the ICSID rules, in accordance 

with previous ICSID tribunals, for the recognition of provisional measures, it is submitted 

 
 

29 Giovanna a Beccara v Argentina, Procedual Order No. 3, par. 95-113. 
30  Record, Request for Provisional Measures, [1160]. 
31  Record, Request for Provisional Measures, [1185]. 
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that the Tribunal must, making use of their authority, declare a confidentiality measure over 

the procedure in order to maintain the procedural integrity. 

C. Multi-party arbitration 

Tyrea did not consent to multi-party arbitration proceedings in the BIT with Kitoa or 

Novanda. As stated in both BITs32: 

“Disputes between one Contracting Party and a national of the other Contracting Party 

concerning an obligation of the former under this Agreement in relation to an investment of 

the latter, shall at the request of the national concerned be submitted to the International 

Center for Settlement of Investment Disputes (…)” 

The arbitration clause establishes that a dispute between “a national” of a Contracting Party 

and the host State can be submitted to the International Center for Settlement of Investment 

Disputes (ICSID). Nonetheless, the interpretation given to that article does not extend to 

include an understanding that there is an offer for multiple investors to present the claims 

jointly. 

Also, under the ICSID system there is no article or arbitration rule that compels any of the 

States to submit to mandatory arbitration. Therefore, a multi-party arbitration cannot occur 

without the consent of the Respondent. Under Art. 25 (1) of the ICSID Convention, the 

jurisdiction of the Center only extends to disputes in which the parties have given their 

written consent. Hence, the ICSID Convention leaves its jurisdiction to the freedom of 

contracting parties. 

This interpretation is in accordance with art. 31 of the VCLT, which states that the 

interpretation of treaties has to be in accordance with the ordinary meaning to the terms in 

the light of their object and purpose. This means that the tribunals under the Convention and 

rules of ICSID must analyze their jurisdiction based only on the agreement stated in the BIT, 

contracts or the law investments. 

On the other hand, there are a series of ICSID tribunals that have granted a multi-party 

arbitration, but these decisions were in accordance with a specific interpretation of the 

 
 

32 Record, BIT Tyrea- Novanda and Tyrea-Kitoa, art 9(1), [1770]. 
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tribunals. In Abaclat v Argentina33 and Ambiente Ufficio v Argentina34, all the claimants 

held the same investment and their claims. In the present case the Claimants have shown that 

all of their companies are different from each other35 and, from their damages report, it is 

clear that their losses, as presented, are different and are varied depending on the company. 

Another difference that can be noted from cases such as Abaclat and Ambiente Ufficio is 

that the Claimants invoke the protection of their companies under two different BITs. 

FriendLook and Whistler are both companies incorporated and in accordance to the laws of 

the State of Novanda, while SpeakUp is a company incorporated in, and in accordance with, 

the laws of the State of Kitoa. 

In short, the Respondent submits here is no legal basis upon which the Claimants can sustain 

before the Tribunal that requires a Multi-party arbitration proceeding considering that there 

is no applicable law that obliges the Tribunal to revolve jointly the claims presented by the 

different companies. They do not fulfil the requirements established in the different ICSID 

awards. 

Even considering that the nature of the investment is similar, every case has its particularities 

and the dispute cannot be catalogued as being the same. For instance, Speak Up was more 

inclined to lobby36 than to comply with the legal framework requirements and, thus, cannot 

expect a similar compensation, if should any awarded 

If there is a tendency to accept multiparty arbitration in investment tribunals, the tribunals 

have grounded their decisions to declare jurisdiction on some specific nexus between the 

different claimants. For example, a holding company and a subsidiary in Noble Energy and 

Machala Power v. Ecuador and Conelec37, or joint venture partners as in Suez v. 

Argentina38. Furthermore, in the only case in which a tribunal has declared its jurisdiction 

 

33 Abaclat and Others v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/5 (formerly Giovanna a Beccara and 

Others. v. The Argentine Republic 
34 Ambiente Ufficio S.p.A. and others v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/08/9 (formerly Giordano 

Alpi and others v. Argentine Republic) 
35 Record, Request for Arbitration, [105-120]. 
36 Uncontested facts 17 and 18 [1585- 1595] 
37 Noble Energy Inc. and Machala Power Cía. Ltd. v. Republic of Ecuador and Consejo Nacional de 

Electricidad(ICSID Case No. ARB/05/12) 
38 Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona, S.A.and Vivendi Universal, S.A. v. Argentine Republic, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/03/19 
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on a case regarding nonrelated claimants, Funnekotter and others v. Zimbabwe39, the 

applicable BIT on that occasion referred to “disputes between a Contracting party and a 

national of the other”. This differs from Article 9 of the Tyrea-Kitoa and Tyrea-Novanda 

BITs, in which it is established: “Disputes between one Contracting Party and a national of 

the other Contracting Party”40. This implies an intention of the parties to reduce the scope of 

application to singular disputes instead of complex multiparty arbitration. 

Since the cases are unrelated, the BIT dispositions are restrictive, and the remedies that could 

be brought are dissimilar the Tribunal should not treat them together. Consequently, 

Claimants should not be permitted to pursue this case on a multi-party basis. 

The Tribunal is requested to reject the request for arbitration since the Respondent never 

agreed to multi-party arbitration and there is no binding rule for the Tribunal to conduct this 

type of procedure without the consent of the parties. 

Admissibility 

 

In international investment arbitration three requirements must be fulfilled to establish that 

the Tribunal has jurisdiction over the claim: ratione persona, ratione materia and ratione 

temporis. 

Regarding ratione materia criteria (the subject matter of dispute), The Claimants argue they 

made an investment in Tyrea. Nonetheless, the definition of an investment established in 

article 1 of Tyrea- Novanda and Tyrea-Kitoa BIT does not cover the claimant’s business in 

the State. FriendsLook plc and Whistler Inc established local offices which include servers, 

meanwhile Speak Up Media Inc staffed a Tyrean office for its local branch. Nonetheless, the 

blocking of the websites did not mean that Tyrea expropriated the immovable of the 

Claimants. 

On the other hand, the object of business of the Claimants are social networks, which are 

“forms of electronic communications used for networking and microblogging, through which 

users create online communities and content to share information, ideas, personal messages, 

 

 

39 Bernardus Henricus Funnekotter and others v. Republic of Zimbabwe, ICSID Case No. ARB/05/6 
40 Record, Article 9 of Tyrea- Novanda and Tyrea-Kitoa BIT 
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and other material”41. There has been a debate about the viability of considering social media 

as an investment. 

Firstly, it should be noted that social media are not regulated, and governments have 

expressed their concern that “unregulated use of social media and encrypted messaging may 

be dangerous [inasmuch as] a platform can facilitate communication between criminals”42. 

In the case under consideration, the greatest concern of the Respondent is that the public 

order situation exacerbates in the State. 

On the other hand, the business of the Claimants cannot be protected under the BITs or the 

ICSID Convention because they do not satisfy the requirements of the objective criteria. In 

Electrabel S.A. v Hungary43 (2015) the Tribunal presents an analysis of art. 25 of the ICSID 

Convention explaining the criteria that must be fulfilled to consider that a party has made an 

investment: (i)contribution; (ii) certain duration and (iii) an element of risk. 

In the case under consideration, FriendsLook plc, Whistler Inc and Speak Up Media Inc do 

not fulfill the criteria previously mentioned. Regarding the duration, neither the BIT nor 

subsequent agreement establishes the duration of the claimant’s business in Tyrea. 

Likewise, the Claimants do not fulfill the criteria previously mentioned. According to the 

Request of Arbitration, the social media FriendsLook has presence in more than 100 

countries: Whistler is a global network that has gained a popularity over the course of the last 

eight (8) years and; SpeakUp host more than four hundred  (400)  million  blogs  worldwide. 

Thus, their businesses are not based in Tyrea and their revenues do not come from their users 

within the borders of the Respondent. 

In The Request for Relief states, the Claimants plead that the measures of the Respondent 

deprived them from significant assets and the ability to generate revenue from sale of 

advertising space. Nonetheless, their business has expanded throughout the user’s pages in 

different countries. This suggests that the measures legitimately taken by Tyrea under Law 

 

41 Dardenne, Mathew. Testing the jurisdictional limits of the international investment regime: the blocking of 

social media and internet censorship. Pg. 409 
42 Kondrashov, Nikita. New Challenges to the Territorial Requirements of Investment Treaties: Can Social 

Platforms Be Protected?. Kluwer arbitration blog. 

http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2018/06/22/challenge-arbitral-awards-bikram/ 
43 ICSID. Electrabel.v. Republic of Hungary. ARB/07/19. (2015) 

http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2018/06/22/challenge-arbitral-awards-bikram/
http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2018/06/22/challenge-arbitral-awards-bikram/
http://arbitrationblog.kluwerarbitration.com/2018/06/22/challenge-arbitral-awards-bikram/
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No. 0808 of 2018 do not affect the stated investments of the Claimants because they can still 

acquire the advertising revenue. All the above-mentioned demonstrates that none of the 

Claimants has a business that satisfied the element of risk. 

On the matter of the contribution made to the State, the Claimants argued they opened a new 

digital era for the citizens of Tyrea. Regardless, Tyrea prior to the entrance of this companies, 

had already begun to implement different strategies that opened the possibilities for a new 

market. The BITs with Kitoa and Novanda were not the only ones celebrated as stated in the 

unconsented fact number two (2). Also, the Respondent through its different agencies 

promoted the digital era with conference “New Web Era in Tyrea” (Uncontested fact number 

five) and the promulgation of the Law on Media and information No. 1125-L. This 

advancement even made possible that Tyrea could present a bit for the host of the World 

Expo 2030. 

The web pages of the Claimants did not contribute in a substantial way to the State of Tyrea 

since many of their users took their virtual space for the proliferation of discrimination 

campaigns that aggravate the cultural and social situation of the State. 

The Claimants request lacks adequate legal basis: there is not a legal dispute arising out of 

an investment. Their companies cannot be protected under the BITs law or the ICSID 

Convention because they do not qualify as an investment under art. 25. 

 

 
PART II: MERITS 

RESPONSE TO EXPROPRIATION 

1. Respondent did not expropriate the Claimants alleged investments in Tyrea 

1.1 Claimants expropriation claim fails because the enactment of the Law 0808 was a 

legitimate exercise of Tyrea´s sovereign police powers. 

The enactment of law 0808-L was a measure taken by the Tyrean government as a 

consequence of the violent events that have occurred throughout the country. This public 

order crisis requires extraordinary measures taken by the state44. These measures were 

 

44 Record, response to claims on merits, para 740. 
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materialized in the law 0808-L that sought to limit and control45 the source from where the 

messages of hate that fueled the growing violence in Tyrea were spreading. 

The extraordinary measure is based on the sovereignty of Tyrea to exercise its police powers 

when required. Professor John H. Herz set out in relation to police powers that: 

“The state's right to expropriate for such purposes became known as its right of eminent 

domain. How-ever, even in the era of most radical non-intervention policy there were always 

certain cases in which state interference with private property was not considered 

expropriation entailing an obligation to pay compensation but a necessary act to safeguard 

public welfare: e.g., measures taken for reasons of 

police, that is, for the protection of public health or security against internal or external 

danger. 

The right of the state to interfere with private property in the exercise of its police power has 

been recognized by general international law as referring to foreign property also: 

interference with foreign property in the exercise of police power is not considered 

expropriation.”46 (emphasis added). 

 
 

In this case, Tyrea has applied its police powers for the safeguard of the public order. 

International jurisprudence has also recognized the importance of this entitlement. The 

tribunal in Suez v. Argentina refers to the state police powers determining that “it is 

important to recognize a State’s legitimate right to regulate and to exercise its police power 

in the interests of public welfare and not to confuse measures of that nature with 

expropriation.47”. Also, in Saluka v. Czech Republic the tribunal states: 

 

 

“In the opinion of the Tribunal, the principle that a State does not commit an expropriation 

and is thus not liable to pay compensation to a dispossessed alien investor when it adopts 

 

 

 

 

45 Record, claimants exhibit 2, para 275. 
46 Herz, J. (1941). Expropriation of foreign property. Cambridge University Press, (35), 251-252. 
47 Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona, S.A. and Vivendi Universal, S.A. v. Argentine Republic, 

ICSID Case No. ARB/03/19 (formerly Aguas Argentinas, S.A., Suez, Sociedad General de Aguas de Barcelona, 

S.A.and Vivendi Universal, S.A. v. Argentine Republic), Decision on Liability (30 July 2010), para 139. 
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general regulations that are “commonly accepted as within the police power of States” forms 

part of customary international law today.48” (emphasis added) 

 
 

Furthermore, the tribunal in Methanex v. USA stated: 

 

“But as a matter of general international law, a non-discriminatory regulation for a public 

purpose, which is enacted in accordance with due process and, which affects, inter alios, a 

foreign investor or investment is not deemed expropriatory and compensable...49”. (emphasis 

added) 

 

In the present case the Claimants are not entitled to any compensation since (i) there was 

no expropriation and (ii) the measure was taken to safeguard the public order and general 

welfare. As we have seen, international jurisprudence recognizes this thesis. In the 

Tecmed v. Mexico case the tribunal in its study over the police power determined that: 

 

“The principle that the State’s exercise of its sovereign powers within the framework of its 

police power may cause economic damage to those subject to its powers as administrator 

without entitling them to any compensation whatsoever is undisputable.50” 

 

In this dispute the enactment of law 0808-L has not constituted an expropiatory measure. The 

measure seeks the protection of the Tyrean population through public order control. This law 

seeks to promote the development of algorithms by the social media companies operating in 

Tyrea51 to control content harmful to52: 

 

• Public order. 

• Morality. 

• Respect for the laws in force. 
 

 

 

48 Saluka Investments B.V. v. The Czech Republic, UNCITRAL, Partial Award (17 March 2006), para 262. 
49 Methanex Corporation v. United States of America, UNCITRAL, Final Award of the Tribunal on Jurisdiction 

and Merits (3 august 2005), Part IV – Chapter D, para 7. 
50 Técnicas Medioambientales Tecmed, S.A. v. The United Mexican States, ICSID Case No. ARB (AF)/00/2. 

Award (May 29, 2003), para 119. 
51 Record, claimants exhibit 2, para 275 
52 Ibid. 
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• Political, social, racial, ethnic harmony. 

 
In the cases cited above, the tribunals have given particular importance to the recognition to 

the state's police power. These powers are valid when exercised for the protection of public 

welfare. In this case, Tyrea enacted Law 0808-L to (i) pacify the public order crisis that was 

arising within the country and (ii) to give Claimants an opportunity to couple their services 

to these new legal frameworks. The fact that the Claimants could not develop an effective 

product within the emergency deadline granted by the state, was the cause of the blocking of 

their websites53. 

 

If Claimants had complied with the provisions of Law 0808-L there would have been no 

blocking of their websites and today they would be working together with Tyrea for the 

granting of a decrease of hostilities and the promotion of peace and the publication of true 

information in contrast to fake news 

 

1. The indirect expropriation claim fails because the impact did not have a substantial 

adverse economic impact on Claimants international business. 

 

The blocking of Claimants websites as a consequence of their non-compliance with 

the provisions of law 0808-L could not generate a significant economic impact on their 

type of business. As stated in the admissibility section above the Claimants business 

do not receive all their profits only from the Tyrean market. 

 

Claimant Ability to generate revenues 

FriendsLook plc This social media website can count upon hundreds of millions 

of accounts and has a strong presence in more than 100 

countries.54
 

Whistler Inc. This social media website has gained popularity over the 

course of the last eight years.55
 

 

 
 

53 Record, claimants exhibit 4, para 365, 385 and 405. 
54 Record, statement of uncontested fact, para 530. 
55 Ibid. 
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SpeakUp media 

inc 

This social media website which uses “blogs” format, hosts 

more than 400 million different blogs worldwide.56
 

 

In assesing the ability of Claimants to obtain profits from their international business, 

the tribunal should analyze if the TCA measure of blocking Claimants websites 

actually generated a considerable economic impact. 

 

Expropriations are currently being analyzed from a more consequential than formal 

point of view, as set out by W. Michael Reisman and Robert D. Sloane: 

 
“For this reason, tribunals have increasingly accepted that expropriation must be 

analyzed in consequential rather than formal terms. What matters is the effect of 

governmental conduct—whether malfeasance, misfeasance, or nonfeasance, or 

some combination of the three—on foreign property rights or control over an 

investment, not whether the state promulgates a formal decree or other- wise 

expressly proclaims its intent to expropriate.”57 (footnotes omitted) – 

(emphasis added) 

 

Dolzer and Schreuer support this argument58 citing two cases: Société Générale v. 

Dominican Republic and Alpha Projektholding GmbH v. Ukraine. In those 

cases, the tribunals referred to the relevance of the economic impact over the 

Claimants investment determining that: 

 
“in a form of indirect or creeping expropriation if there has been substantial 

deprivation of the benefits or value of the investment, if the investor has been 

deprived of the control, management or operation of the investment or some 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

56 ibid 
57 Reisman, W., & Sloane, R. (2004). Indirect Expropriation and its Valuation in the BIT Generation. Yale Law 

School Legal Scholarship Repository, 121. 
58 Dolzer, R., & Schreuer, C. (2012). Principles of International Investment Law (Vol. Second edition). Oxford, 

United Kingdom: OUP Oxford. P 104. 
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other such form of sufficient interference with the business has taken place59”. 

(emphasis added) 

 
And, 

 
“Thus, even if the 1998 and 1999 JAAs remain nominally in force, Claimant‟s 

investment may still have been expropriated if the contracts have been “rendered 

useless” by the actions of the Ukraine government. However, in order to establish 

an indirect expropriation of this sort, it is necessary to demonstrate that the 

investment has been deprived of a significant part of its value60.” (footnotes 

omitted) – (emphasis added) 

 

The damage report provided by the Claimants establishes direct damages, loss of 

profits in Tyrea and expansion profits. The valuation provided for the payment of 

compensation exceed61: 

 

• 69,134,875.00 for FriendsLook plc. 

• 26,760,460.00 for Whistler Inc. 

• 26,094,600.00 for SpeakUp Media Inc. 

 
The amount of damages alleged by the Claimants62 takes into account the projections 

for 2018, which are highly superior to the 2017 and 2016 profits. In the valuation 

provided by the Claimants, the loss of profits occupied the most important role in the 

total valuation, since it is the one with the highest cost. The Claimants fails in their 

use of the DFC, because as Dolzer and Schereuer point out that, to include the loss of 

profits it is necessary to: 

 
“If the illegal act results in deprivation of income, damages may have to include 

lost profits. Lost profits will be awarded only if they are not speculative, that is in 

 
 

59 Société Générale in respect of DR Energy Holdings Limited and Empresa Distribuidora de Electricidad del 

Este, S.A. v. The Dominican Republic, UNCITRAL, LCIA Case No. UN 7927, Award on Preliminary 

Objections to Jurisdiction, para 64 
60 Alpha Projektholding GmbH v. Ukraine, ICSID Case No. ARB/07/16, award (8 November 2010), para 408. 
61 Record, Claimants exhibit 7, para 480. 
62 Ibid. 
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cases where the investment has a record of profitability or there are other clear 

indicators of future profits. Also, a risk element has to be factored into any 

calculation of future profits. In addition, care must be taken to avoid double 

counting. This may occur if actual expenses are combined with expected future 

profits.63” (footnotes omitted) 

The authors referred to the fact that clear indicators must exist when the Claimant 

ask for the recognition of loss of profits. In the present case the Claimants have not 

provided any evidence that demonstrates with certainty that their 2018 projections are 

supported by some indicator. This in addition to the new services that the Claimants 

seek to implement in the Tyrean market, which are: 

 

 

 

Claimant New features for the Tyrean public to be launched during 

2018.64
 

FriendsLook plc Friendswatcher, a personalized video platform to help users 

discover new videos and shows, organized around what their 

FriendsLook connections and common group members were 

watching.65
 

Whistler Inc. Lifelive, which would offer users an in-app video streaming 

and recording function.66
 

SpeakUp media 

inc 

This company was developing a new product for the Tyrean 

market, without revealing any details.67
 

 

 

These new features have been reported by local media since early 2017. The Claimants have 

not provided any evidence to demonstrate the costs of developing these supposed new 

products. And the Claimants position becomes unsustainable taking into account that one of 

 

 

63 Dolzer and Schereuer, p 295. 
64 Record, statements of uncontested facts, para 11. 
65 Ibid. 
66 Ibid. 
67 Ibid. 
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them, SpeakUp has not even revealed the details of its supposed expenses in developing a 

new product68. 

 
The Tribunal should dismiss the Claimants claim of indirect expropriation because the facts 

establish that, i) the measure taken by Tyrea to block the Claimants’ websites was taken 

within its sovereignty to exercise their police powers as a sovereign state and (ii) the measure 

did not generate a substantial adverse economic impact on the Claimants’ international 

business to be considered as an indirect expropriation. 

 

In addition, the Claimants’ physical assets in Tyrea remain intact and the only reason why 

the same are not used by the Claimants to their profit is the Claimants’ own business decision 

to wind down all operations in Tyrea. 

 

Even if the Tribunal considers there is an expropriation, this was not unlawful because 

the requirements of Art. 6 of the Tyrea-Novanda and Tyrea-Kitoa BIT are fulfilled: 

1.1) The measure was taken in the public interest and under due process of law: 

 
 

Regulatory functions are a matter of sovereign right of any State69. When the act of a State is 

within the purview of its 'police power' then the State is not under the obligation to pay 

compensation70, unless specific commitments have been undertaken by the regulating 

government to the foreign investor that the government would refrain from exercising such 

power.71
 

Violent ethnic incidents involving order altercation and hundreds of casualties were reported 

in 2017 and 2018, for the first time since 201272 and the situation was rapidly worsening, 

 

 

 

 

 

 
68 Ibid. 
69 Sornarajah M (2004), The International Law on Foreign Investment, Cambridge University Press, Second 

Edition 2004, at 357. 
70 S.D. Myers, Inc. v. Canada, UNCITRAL (NAFTA), Final Award (2000). 
71 Methanex Corporation v. the United States, Final Award, 3 August 2005, para 7. 
72 Record, Statement of Uncontested Fact [1560] 
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Tyrea had to act in order to protect the lives of its citizens. Therefore, reducing the time 

deadline for the claimants to develop the algorithm73 was an exercise of police powers. 

The clashes erupting in the capital of Tyrea despite a heavy security presence was the cause 

of the legitimate blocking of the Claimants’ websites, in order to avoid the country slipping 

back into a civil war.74
 

The regulation changes were made only to protect the life and security of the Tyrean 

population, and to diminish the effects of the violence produced because of the failure of the 

claimants to provide an effective algorithm that filters the hate promoting post, and so 

complying with the law 0808-L. 

1.2) The measure of blocking the claimants is not discriminatory: 

 
 

In GAMI Investments v. Mexico, it was established that the reason of the measure should 

be related to a legitimate policy goal. Tyrea aimed to implement an algorithm to control the 

content of the hate messages that extremists’ groups were sending through FriendsLook plc, 

SpeakUp Media Inc and Whistler Inc (the principal platforms in the State). Furthermore, 

Tyrea sought to diminish violence inside the country and to restore the public order situation. 

On the other side, Truthseeker and Wink were not blocked because their popularity could not 

be compared with that one of the Claimants. Nonetheless, currently, “there are pending 

criminal proceedings regarding the imposition of fines under Tyrean Criminal Code to 

Truthseeker and Wink”75
 

1.3) Is the measure contrary to a previous Undertaking: 

 

Tyrea was not bound by any previous undertaking regarding regulatory stability for the social 

media market. Even though Mr. Anderson stated that “By the new Media Law Tyrea expects 

to lay down the ground for the advent of such prominent international players and for fruitful 

collaboration with them in the future”76, such statements were not specific or conclusive to 

 

73  Record, Statement of Uncontested Fact 1600 

74  Record, Statement of Uncontested Fact 1615 

75 Record, Procedural Order No. 3, par. 2090 
76 Record [1475] 
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induce the claimants to invest in Tyrea. Consequently, those declarations do not constitute a 

commitment by the State. 

The measures adopted by the State constitute normal regulation and cannot be qualified as 

an expropriation, even if they have an impact on the claimants, because the State adopted the 

measure of blocking claimants’ websites (i) according to the good faith principle, (ii) 

considering the situation of public order that Tyrea was facing. Furthermore, Tyrea promoted 

the investments in their country and respected the claimant’s activity, as Mr. Anderson 

established in his statement, until the situation of public order became aggravated 

Consequently, considering the ploctical transition and public order situation of Tyrea, the 

declarations of Mr. Anderson cannot be considered as immovable. 

Furthermore, it should be noted that Tyrea did not establish a written commitment with the 

claimants of not changing its legislation and in the BITs do not include a stabilization clause 

(Stable Legal Environment). The legislative change constitutes a normal risk that the 

claimants took on when they decided to do business in Tyrea. In Waste Management v. 

Mexico, the Tribunal stated that: it does not correspond “to international law of expropriation 

to eliminate the normal commercial risks of a foreign investor77. Tyrean acts were normal 

commercial risks, considering the State was coming out of a civil war. 

 
 

RESPONSE TO THE FET CLAIM 

 
 

Fair and equitable treatment (FET) has been included in international investment treaties as 

a standard for investor protection. Nonetheless, this clause is vague and open to different 

interpretations, leading to a state of uncertainty as to how it should be interpreted. In Tecmed 

v. Mexico, the Tribunal offered a comprehensive definition of FET: “In light of the good 

faith principle, this provision requires the Contracting Parties to provide to international 

investments treatment that does not affect the basic expectations that were taken into account 

by the foreign investor to make the investment”78. Likewise, in MTD v Chile, the Tribunal 

 

 
77 Waste Management v. Mexico, Final Award, 30 April 2004, para. 159 
78 TECMED.v. Mexico, Award, 29 May 2003, 43 ILM (2004). 133 
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established that the fair and equitable treatment “encompassed fundamental standards as: 

good faith, due process, non-discrimination, and proportionality”79. 

 
Considering the wording of the FET clause delimits the scope of its interpretation, “it may 

well overlap with or even be identical to the minimum standard required by international 

law80. Article 3 of the Tyrea- Kitoa and Tyrea-Novanda BIT establishes that: 

“Each Contracting Party shall ensure fair and equitable treatment to the investments of 

nationals of the other Contracting Party and shall not impair, by unreasonable or 

discriminatory measures, the operation, management, maintenance, use, enjoyment or 

disposal thereof by those nationals”. 

 
Likewise, this article includes full security and protection to the national and foreign 

investments and the prevalence over the BIT´s of general or specific regulations that grant a 

more favorable treatment to the investors. Nonetheless, under any interpretation of this 

article, the Respondent did not violate the fair and equitable treatment clause. 

 
2.1) Legitimate expectations: 

 
 

Legitimate expectations are defined as the “expectations arising from the foreign investor’s 

reliance on specific host state conduct, usually oral or written representations or 

commitments made by the host state relating to an investment”81. 

 
The claimants plead that the declarations of Mr. Anderson (spokesperson of the Tyrean 

government) and of the Representative of the Government of Tyrea in the international 

conference “A New Web Era in Tyrea” created a legitimate expectation in the Claimants. In 

response to this argument, the Respondent notes that Tyrea opened its market and allowed 

the entrance of Friends Look plc, Whistler Inc and Speak Up Media Inc, “which became a 

tremendous success in Tyrea. [Likewise], the social media platforms started searching for 

 

79 Dolzer, R & Schreuer, C. Principles of International Investment Law. Oxford University Press (2012) 
80 Ibid, 128. 
81 Zeyl, T. Charting the wrong course: the doctrine of legitimate expectations in investment treaty law. 

Legitimate expectations in investment treaty law- Alberta Law Review. (2011) 
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ways to boost usage in Tyrea82”. The social networks had no problems with the State until 

public order problems began in Tyrea. From 2016 until 2018, messages that were sent 

through the international web sites by extremist groups exacerbate the public order situation 

in Tyrea.83. Consequently, the State blocked the international platforms. 

 
In different arbitral awards, Tribunals have established the possibility of the State to change 

its legislation during the investment. For example, in Saluka Investments v. the Czech 

Republic, the Tribunal explained that is not legitimate that investors expect that the 

legislation of a host state remains unchanged during the time the investment persists. The 

States as sovereigns have the right and duty to regulate domestic matters in public interest.84 

Furthermore, in Paso Energy Int’l Co. v. Argentina, the Tribunal established that in crisis 

scenarios it is not reasonable to the investor to expect a frozen legal framework, unless very 

specific commitments have been made85
 

 
Accordingly, the Law 0808-L and the Decrees 0578 and 0579 are valid legislation, which 

was enacted within the framework of the public order crisis that Tyrea was facing. Likewise, 

the State accepted and took up the declarations of the government representatives, which can 

be evidenced in the free market policy they adopted. The Respondents have always respected 

the Claimants’ legitimate expectations. The Claimants entering the market of a country 

recently emerging from a civil war, could never have legitimately expected any government 

to remain inactive in the face of growing civil unrest, particularly when such unrest was 

exacerbated by the use of the Claimants’ products. 

These measures constitute a right and a duty of Tyrea to regulate domestic matters in public 

interest. In accordance with Customary International Law, public order and security are the 

main goals that a State must achieve. In order to do it, it is foreseeable that any reasonable 

State or policy- maker will take decisions in order to provide security. Since it is undisputed 

that there is a public security crisis that extends even to the capital of Tyrea, and that this 

 
 

82  Record. Statement of facts. Par. 1530-1535 
83  Record. Statement of facts. Par. 1555-1560 
84 Saluka Investments BV (The Netherlands) v. Czech Republic, UNCITRAL, Partial Award (17 Mar. 2006), 

para. 305. 
85 Paso Energy Int’l Co. v. Argentina, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/15,22 May 2007 Award ¶ 374. 
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situation was exacerbated by the Claimants’ social media platforms in Tyrea. It is submitted 

that the blocking of the pages was made in order to comply with the fundamental Tyrean 

obligations. 

 
Finally, under International Investment Law there are two elements to establish that there is 

a Legitimate Expectation: The Host State’s a preexisting legal order and specific public 

representations. These last ones have a greater importance when they are set down in 

writing.86 The claimants plead a violation of the legitimate expectations based on the 

representative declarations, which are not in writing. Consequently, its importance is 

diminished. 

 
2.2) Discriminatory and unreasonable measure 

 
 

Although the Claimants argue that the measure adopted by the Tyrean authority of blocking 

international platforms FriendsLook plc, SpeakUp Media Inc and Whistler Inc constitute a 

discriminatory and unreasonable measure, in the circumstances of this case, the elements to 

establish this are not met. 

The conditions for defining a measure as discriminatory were established in Total S.A. v. 

Argentine Republic87, in which the Tribunal established: to determine if the measure is 

discriminatory, it is necessary to compare the treatment challenged with the treatment of 

persons or things in a comparable situation88. In the economic area, the standard of a “like 

situation’ or ‘similarly- situated’ is broad because a competitive relation between the 

compared situations89. Therefore, the investor that considers that it is affected by a 

discriminatory treatment must identify an object for comparison, proving that (i) the national 

 

 

 

 

 

86 Diehl, A. The Content and Scope of the FET Standard, Chapter 6: The Content of the FET Standard' (Part 

II, page. 38). The Core Standard of International Investment Protection, International Arbitration Law Library, 

Volume 26 
87 Total S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/01 
88 Total S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/01, par. 131 
89 Total S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/01, Award (2013) , para. 143 
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investors are in similar circumstances and (ii) the treatment given to the foreign investment 

is less favorable than the one given to the local subject in a like situation.90
 

 

 
Claimants argue that Wink and Truthseeker were not blocked and, consequently, an unfair 

treatment was given to Friends Look plc, Whistler Inc and Speak Up Media Inc. Nonetheless, 

the claimant’s platforms are not similarly situated to Wink and Truthseeker because their 

impact, popularity and economic situation differs from that of Claimants. Therefore, the 

measure adopted by Tyrea is not unreasonable and discriminatory. 

 

 

 

Truthseeker Is a platform “created by the Respondent to incentivize free speech and 

promote social awareness among the citizens”. The users can “share news 

posts accompanied with a short expression of opinion or correction of the 

facts in case they were incorrectly presented in the shared source”91. 

Nonetheless, it lacks popularity in Tyrea (it has five times fewer users than 

FriendsLook)92
 

Wink Is a local messenger application which lacks interactivity93. 

 
Wink was not blocked because according to Tyrean authorities “the 

network was not at fault for the algorithm’s inefficiency, as “spam” 

messages only contained short links and were consequently out of the 

filter’s reach”94
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
90 Total S.A. v. Argentine Republic, ICSID Case No. ARB/04/01, Decision on Liability (27 Dec. 2010), para. 

210 
91  Record. Par. 1155 
92  Record. Par. 1630 
93  Record. Par. 1555 
94  Record, Par. 1630 
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Although, TruthSeeker and Wink were not blocked, “there are pending criminal proceedings 

regarding the imposition of fine under Tyrean Criminal Code” to them95. 

Furthermore, in LG&E v. Argentina, the Tribunal established that there must be a weighting 

between the effect of the measure in the investment and the interest of the State.96 Tyrea 

emerged from a civil war between its two major ethnicities (Minyar and Tatyar). Likewise, 

democracy was implemented in January 201397. Nonetheless, in 2016 national extremist 

groups commenced a campaign on social networks calling for violent measures to end the 

discrimination against Tatyar ethnic group98. The extremists groups mainly used 

FriendsLook, Whistler inc and SpeakUp Media Inc platforms. If these hate messages spread 

throughout country: the recent restoration of peace and security and, indeed the democratic 

government would be at risk. Consequently, the measure adopted by Tyrea is legitimate. 

 

3) Damages valuation. 

 
Tyrea is a State emerging from a public crisis, that has suffered from security problems since 

the time the Claimants entered the country. The future success and profits expected by the 

foreign claimants are surrounded by uncertainty. Therefore, the Discounted Cash Flow 

Method is not adequate. 

 

In the Discounted Cash Flow Method, future earnings must be projected and then discounted 

to present value, and then adjusted to reflect the risk that such earnings will not materialize99. 

Nevertheless, the Claimants expert submits that the 5% Weighted Average Cost of Capital 

includes country, tax, currency, business, and force majeure risk.100
 

 
Since there is no further explanation on the specific usage of the 5% WACC, this is an 

uncertain and speculative valuation. As stated in AMOCO v. Iran: It is a Rule of the law on 

 

 

95 Record, Procedural Order No. 3, par. 2090 
96 LG&E v. Argentina, Decision on Liability (3 Oct. 2006)., para. 158. 

97 Record. Statement of facts, par. 1455 
98 Record. Statement of facts, par.1550 
99 Winstar Communications, Inc., et al., Debtors, Bankruptcy No. 01-1430 (JBR), 2005 WL 4705075, 829- 

833 (Bankr. D. Del.) (December 21, 2005) 
100 Record, Procedural Order No. 3. Par. 2045 
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international responsibility of States is that no reparation for speculative or uncertain damage 

can be awarded.101
 

 
Therefore, the valuation approach should be one that truly considers the country risk 

and the Claimants contribution to the measure. Damnum emergens represents the 

concept of “[a]n actual realized loss (such as a decline in the value of property) as 

opposed to an expected future loss (such as loss of profit).102Since there is a lot of 

uncertainty surrounding the situation of Tyrea, the damages granted should not 

include a loss of anticipated profit but only an actual realizable loss. 

 

3.1) The damages DCF valuation is not the proper method. 

 
The Tribunal should dismiss the valuation proposed by the Claimants, due to the lack of 

convincing evidence, the insufficient operating history, its large discrepancy with other 

valuation approaches and the lack of consideration of the different contingencies occurring 

inside Tyrea. Even if the DCF is generally considered an adequate valuation method, the 

circumstances of the case make it unreliable. 

 
In ADC v Hungary, the tribunal recognized that: 

 
International tribunals have exercised great caution in using the (DCF) method due to its 

inherently speculative nature103. 

 
Accordingly, there are several elements that must be considered by the Tribunal: 

 
a) Commercial and country risk is not properly assessed 

 
The potential for successful completion of the investment will be affected by commercial risks, 

such as the prospects for delays in construction or technical difficulties. Similarly, political 

and natural force majeure events may impede fulfillment of that object as well, 

 

 

 

 

 

101 Amoco International Finance Corp. v. Islamic Republic of Iran, No. 310-56-3, Partial Award of July 14, 

1987, Iran-US C.T.R. 189: 
102 Campbell H. Black’s Law Dictionary, 449. 
103 ADC Affiliate Limited and ADC & ADMC Management Limited, ICSID Case No. ARB/03/16 Award, 

October 2, 2006 
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In the Claimants Expert’s Report on Damages, there is no specific mention to the Commercial 

nor Political Risk. Therefore, it does not consider the violent clashes104
 

 

Furthermore, since early days of Investment Arbitration there has been a damage diminishing 

factor the specific risk of any kind of investment and the specific risk that the country where 

an investment is made. 105
 

Therefore, the Claimants have failed to comply with their burden of proof by not proving 

sufficient evidence of the valuation of the risk. 

 
b) The operating history is not enough to project profits 

 
Another element that must be taken into account is the limited operating time of the claimants 

in Tyrea. In a similar case, Wena Hotels V. Egypt, the tribunal dismissed the Claimants DCF 

valuation proposal because of the business’s insufficient operating history; instead, it chose to 

value loss based on the claimant’s actual investment.106
 

 

3.2) The valuation method that should be used is the “Sunk Cost” method. 

 
If Respondents are found to be liable then, even if there is a claim to be made for 

reimbursement of monies. Due to the general uncertainty, the public order situation and all 

the factors above set out, an income-based valuation method is not proper. Nevertheless, 

Claimants are on solid ground when they ask to be reimbursed money they have spent in 

reliance on the contract; recovery of lost future profits is less certain … Victims of contractual 

breaches tend first and foremost to articulate a plea for damnum emergens.107
 

 

There is an important number of tribunals that prefer assessment-based valuation, as stated 

in LETCO v. Liberia: Awarding damnum emergens is a “relatively simple operation” and 

 

 

 

104 Record. Statement of Uncontested Facts, Par 1540. 
105 See for instance FPP (Middle East) Ltd v. Egypt (Hong Kong v. Egypt) ICC Case No. 3493, Award of 16 

February 1983, Summary in 1984 Yearbook of Commercial Arbitration 112, 123. 

106Wena Hotels Ltd. v. Arab Republic of Egypt, ICSID Case No. ARB/98/4, Award. Par. 122-25 (Dec. 8, 

2000), 6 ICSID Rep. 89 (2004), 
107 Himpurna California Energy Ltd. v PT (Persero) Perusahaan Listruik Negara, Ad Hoc Award. 

(UNCITRAL, 1999) 
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“previous arbitral tribunals. have overwhelmingly favored the award of lost investment 

costs”, as opposed to lucrum cessans.108
 

 
In a similar case, the Copper Mining v. Ecuador Tribunal, established that: 

 
“Save for one method, the Tribunal decides not to accept the several valuation methodologies 

advanced by the parties’ respective expert witnesses. In the Tribunal’s view, applied in this 

case, those methodologies are too uncertain, subjective and dependent upon contingencies, 

which cannot fairly be assessed by the Tribunal. For example, wholly extraneous factors 

significantly affect the different figures resulting from the parties’ different methodologies. 

These huge differences, with insufficient explanations, suggest that extreme caution is required 

in assessing compensation in this case… rather than seeking to value an elusive loss of a chance 

to the extent permissible under international law, the Tribunal here prefers to select the 

Claimant’s alternative valuation method of proven expenditure.”109 

 

3.3) In any case, the tribunal ought consider the contribution of the Claimants to the 

injury suffered 

Since the political risk introduced by the Claimants in Tyrea is not expected to be assumed 

only by the Respondent, the tribunal should take this into account to diminish the quantum 

of the damages. 

 

The Yukos v. Russia tribunal addresses contributory negligence and comparative fault, it 

concluded that “The contribution must be material and significant, “Yukos” made it 

possible… for Respondent to invoke and rely on that conduct as a justification of its actions 

against Mr. Khodorkovsky and Yukos”110. This is similar to the failure of the Claimants to 

comply with the new Tyrean legislation. 

 

Draft Articles on the Responsibility of International Organizations (2011) in Article 39, for 

this purpose, addressed the contributory fault in disputes between states in those terms: 

 
 

108 
LETCO v Republic of Liberia (ICSID Case No. ARB/83/2, 1986) 

109 
Copper Mesa Mining Corporation v Republic of Ecuador UNCITRAL award paragraph 7.24 to 7.25 

110 
Yukos Universal Ltd. (Isle of Man) v. Russian Federation, PCA Case No. AA 227, Final Award, 18 July 

2014 at paras 1606. 600 and 1614: 
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“Article 39: Contribution to the injury: In the determination of reparation, account shall be 

taken of the contribution to the injury by willful or negligent action or omission of the injured 

State or any person or entity in relation to whom reparation is sought”111 

 

Thus, the recognition of damages cannot be complete since there are incidents occurred due 

to the Claimants themselves and the radicalistic groups, since the condemn to the respondent 

can only be in connection with the immediate effects of its measure 112
 

 
In the MTD v Chile case, as to the business risk, the Tribunal found that "the Claimants 

failed to protect themselves from business risks inherent in their investment in Chile."113 

Responsibility for the loss being equally divided, the Tribunal concluded that the Respondent 

should pay 50% of the assessed damages114: 

 
Thus, the responsibility of damages imposed on the host-country is limited to the damage 

directly caused by its conduct. It excludes that which does not have any causal link with the 

unlawful act, namely that which was caused, in this case, by the claimants' conduct.115
 

 
Due to the public order crisis, the State of Tyrea was compelled to take the measure the 

Claimants attack. Furthermore, in assessing damages, the Claimants own evaluation, or 

failure to evaluate, the ethnic and other civil strife existent in a country emerging from a civil 

war must be taken into account. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

111 International Law Commission. Draft articles on the responsibility of international organizations (2011), 

art. 39. http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_11_2011.pdf 
112 See, Marjorie M. Whiteman, Damages in International Law, Vol. 3 (1943), p. 1830. 

 
113 MTD Equity Sdn. Bhd. And MTD Chile S.A. v. Republic of Chile, ICSID Case No.ARB/01/7, Annulment 

Proceeding, Decision on Annulment (March 21, 2007), para. 253 

 
114 MTD v. Chile Award, supra n. 178; and MTD Equity Sdn. Bhd. and MTD Chile, S.A. v. Republic of Chile, 

Decision on Annulment, March 21, 2007. Par. 39. 
115 Ioana Tudor, "Balancing the Breach of the FET Standard," Transnational Dispute Management”, Vol. 4, 

Issue 6 (2007). 

http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_11_2011.pdf
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REQUEST FOR RELIEF 
 

 
 

For the reasons outlined above, Respondent respectfully ask the Tribunal to: 

 
1. Find it has no jurisdiction to hear this dispute under the Tyrea-Novanda BIT and 

Tyrea-Kitoa BIT, in light of the Respondent’s denunciation of the ICSID Convention. 

2. Find it has no jurisdiction to hear Claimants case jointly on a multi-party arbitration. 

3. Dismiss all the Claimants claims on the merits of this case 

4. In the event the Respondent is found liable, assess damages according to the proven 

expenditure method. 

5. Award Respondent the cost and fees, including attorneys´ fees. 

6. Grant such further relief as counsel may advise and that the Tribunal consider 

appropriate. 

 

 

 

 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED ON SEPTEMBER 22, 2019 

 
By 

 

 
 

TEAM VUKAS 

 
On behalf of Respondent 


